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Sub: Clarification regarding the Media Release titled “Teamo Productions HQ 

Limited (TPHQ) and Producer Mr. Mohaan Nadaar announces Director 
Barnali Ray Shukla’s film 'The Accident” submitted under the cover of our 
letter dated March 06, 2024 

 

Dear Sir/Ma’am, 
 
With reference to the captioned subject, this is to inform you that inadvertently by 
typographical mistake salutation for Ms. Barnali Ray Shukla was written as Mr. Barnali 
Ray Shukla.  
 

Inconvenience caused is deeply regretted. 
 

Please read Ms. Barnali Ray Shukla wherever the name/ reference appearing in the said 
media release. 
 

Further, for the sake of utmost clarity and understanding, we are enclosing herewith the 
revised media release after incorporating the above change.   

Please disseminate this information on your official website and oblige. 
 
Thanking You, 
Yours faithfully, 
for Teamo Productions HQ Limited 
(Formerly Known as GI Engineering Solutions Limited) 

 
 
 
Deepak (ICSI M. No. 64119) 
Company Secretary and Compliance Officer 
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Media Release 
“Teamo Productions HQ Limited (TPHQ) and Producer Mr. Mohaan Nadaar 

announces Director Barnali Ray Shukla’s film 'The Accident”. 

March 09, 2024, New Delhi: Teamo Productions HQ Limited (TPHQ) proudly 
announces its collaboration with director Ms. Barnali Ray Shukla for the upcoming 
feature film 'The Accident.' Under the leadership of Producer Mr. Mohaan Nadaar, 
Managing Director of TPHQ, this project promises to redefine cinematic storytelling 
with its poignant narrative.  

Ms. Barnali Ray Shukla brings to life a heart-wrenching tale encapsulating the essence of 
love, loss, and the power of memory. With 'The Accident,' she delves deep into the 
intricacies of human relationships and the delicate balance between reality and fiction.  

In the words of Mr. Mohaan Nadaar, Managing Director of TPHQ, "Barnali is a very 
talented and committed director, and we loved the story which was narrated to us. It 
encompasses modern values with old-world charm."  

The film follows the journey of Indu, navigating through the labyrinth of her mind as she 
grapples with the early stages of dementia. Set against the picturesque backdrop of 
Mukteshwar, Uttarakhand, 'The Accident' promises to take the audience on an 
emotional rollercoaster ride, evoking laughter, tears, and introspection.  

Ms. Shrabani Deodhar, National Award-winning filmmaker and Chief Executive Officer 
of TPHQ, said, "The beauty of 'The Accident' lies in its ability to touch the core of human 
emotions. It’s about a mother-daughter relationship. It also focuses on the fact that 
seeing is not believing, believing is seeing.”  

Ms. Ketki Pandit, Co-Founder and Producer at TPHQ, adds, "We are thrilled to be a part 
of 'The Accident,' a film that will resonate deeply with its audience. It's a poignant 
reminder of the importance of cherishing every moment and making memories that last 
a lifetime."  
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With 'The Accident,' Barnali Ray Shukla will create a legacy of crafting narratives that 
leave a lasting impact on the audience. As she aptly puts it, "Stories can sometimes save 
lives." The filming for 'The Accident' is set to commence by May end, promising to 
captivate audiences worldwide with its compelling storyline. Stay tuned for more 
updates on this cinematic masterpiece. 

About TPHQ: Teamo Productions HQ Limited (formerly known as GI Engineering 
Solutions Limited) is now in the business of film production, distribution and allied 
businesses, in addition to its other conventional businesses. The Company’s business 
activities includes developing, producing, distribution, marketing and financing of all 
kinds commercial feature films, content Production, animation, graphics, CGI movies, AI 
powered features films, making of OTT films, cine films, talkie films, telefilms, 
advertising films, documentaries, animation, TV Serials, music production, music 
composition, recording studio, advertisers and other allied & related activities in India 
and abroad. 

The securities of the Company are listed on both the Stock Exchanges, BSE (Scrip Code: 
533048) and NSE (Scrip Code: TPHQ). 

Disclaimer: Certain statements, words in this document that are not historical facts are 
forward looking statements. Such forward looking statements are subject to certain risks 
and uncertainties like government actions, local, political or economic developments, 
technological risks and many other factors that could cause actual result to differ 
materially from those contemplated by these forward-looking statements. Teamo 
Productions HQ Limited shall not be in any way responsible for any action taken based on 
such statement. 
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